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1. INTR~OUCTI~N
Before stating main theorems, we introduce some definitions and notation,
which will be repeated in the text.
Let G be a group. If H is a subgroup of G, we write H < G. Let G be a
finite group and let Q < H < G.
(1) We s.ay  that Q is of Sylow type in H with respect to G if Q
satisfies the following condition:
Whenever g E G and Qg < H, then Qg = Q” for some h E H.
(2) We say that Q is weakly closed in H with respect to G if it
satisfies the following condition:
Whenever g E G and Qg < H, then Q”  = Q.
(3) We say that Q is strongly closed in H with respect to G if
QgnH<QforeverygEG.
For a finite group G let M(G) denote its Schur multiplier H*(G,  C*). Let
H ,<  K < G and V a G-module. An element a of H”(H, v) is said to be stable
with respect to K if (a) conk  res ,, ,Hmk = (a) res,,H,k  for every k E K.k
Let X be a group and r an operator group of X. For all i > 1, we define
[X,r;l]=[X,r]=(x-‘xyJx~X  a n d  YET)  a n d  [X,Ci+l]=
[ 1x7 c i], q.
The main theorems of this paper are the following:
THEOREM 4.2. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G and let
Q _a P < H Q G and N = No(Q). Suppose that Q is of Sylow type in H with
respect to G and [K, Q; [p/2]] = 1 for every maximal subgroup K of P.
Then the Sylow p-subgroup of M(G) is isomorphic to the subgroup of M(P)
consisting of all stable elements with respect to H and N.
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THEOREM 4.4 . Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a jinite group G, Q a
strongly closed subgroup of P with respect to G, and N = NG(Q). Suppose
that [K,Q;p- l]= lfor every maximal subgroup K of P. Then the Sylow
p-subgroup of M(G) is isomorphic to the subgroup of M(P) consisting of all
stable elements with respect to N whose images by res,,o are stable with
respect to G.
Note that by Lemma 2 of Holt [6], if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite
group G, then the Sylow p-subgroup of M(G) is isomorphic to the subgroup
of M(P) consisting of all stable elements with respect to G.
In [6], Holt proved the following:
THEOREM (Theorem 2 [6]). Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite
group G, and suppose that P has nilpotency class at most p/2. Then the
Sylow p-subgroups of the Schur multipliers of G and N,(P) are isomorphic.
In [9J,  the author gave an another proof of the above theorem by
establishing that a p-group which has nilpotency class at most p/2 has no
proper singularity for a certain cohomological G-functor which was called
the multiplier functor with respect to p. The method used there was a
generalization of that used by Yoshida [ 131.  So he conjectured that:
If a strongly closed p-subgroup Q of a finite group G has nilpotency class
at most p/2, then the Sylow p-subgroups of the Schur multipliers of G and
N&Q)  should be isomorphic.
Miyamoto solved this problem affirmatively using the method which was
used in Holt [6], by constructing a skillful conjugation family. He
furthermore proved the following:
THEOREM. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G, Q a weakly
closed subgroup of P with respect to G, and suppose that Q has nilpotency
class at most p/2 - 1. Then the Sylow p-subgroups of the Schur multipliers
of G and N,(Q) are isomorphic.
These results proven by Miyamoto will be obtained as corollaries of our
main theorems. We shall prove our main theorems by investigating some
properties of p-groups relating to the singularities for the multiplier functor.
We shall furthermore prove a transfer theorem for the cohomology groups
using the similar method, which generalizes corollary of Theorem 3 of
Swan (111.
THEOREM 5.2 . Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G and V a
finitely generated G-module. Let Z be a subgroup of the centre of P, and
suppose that Z is weakly closed in P with respect to G and [ V, u; p - 1) = 0
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for every element u of Z. Then H”(G,  V) and H”(N,(Z),  V) have isomorphic
Sylow p-subgroups for all II > 0.
Remark. Recently Miyamoto proved some surprising results on the local
control of the cohomology groups. See [8].
Maps and functors will usually be written on the right of their arguments,
with the corresponding convention for writing composites, other than some
exceptions.
2. A TRANSFER THEOREM FOR COHOMOLOGICAL G-FUNCTORS
In this section we shall prove a transfer theorem for cohomological G-
functors which generalizes Theorem 1 of [9]  and Lemma 4.4 of Yoshida
[ 141.  For definitions of G-functors and some notation, one can find them in
[9]  or [ 141.  But for the convenience of readers we present them here and
quote some lemmas which will be used later.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G be a finite group and k a commutative ring with
identity element. A G-functor over k is defined to be a quadruple
A = (a, r, p,  a), where a, t, p,  and u are families of the following kind:
a = (a(H)) gives, for each subgroup H of G (notation H Q G), a finitely
generated k-module a(H).
r = (rHK)  and p = @kH)  give, for each pair (H, K) of subgroups of G
such that H < K, the respective k-homomorphisms rHK: a(H)-+ a(K) and
pKH  : a(K) + a(H).
o = (a&)  gives, for each pair (H, g) where H Q  G and g E G, the k-
homomorphism a; : a(H) + a(Hg).
These families of k-modules and k-homomorphisms must satisfy the
following:
Axioms for G-functors. (In these axioms D, H, K, L are any subgroups of
G; g, g’ are any elements of G.)
(a) rHH = lao,, , rHKrKL  = rHL if H < K Q L;
(b) PHH= lac,,j,~KH~HD=~KD  ifK2H>D;
tc>  d= ‘a(H) if h E H9 c$,u$  = ugg’*H,
(4
Kg-g KgK B- g K*78 uK--u,7,8  ,p H",-u,p HB;
(e) (Mackey  axiom) If H Q L, K < L and r is a transversal of the
(H, K)-double cosets  in L, then
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The images by the k-homomorphisms rHK,  p”,,  and ok are simply written
as follows;
a5  k-aKff-  5 cLpHD=aDI and aug  = a9H for a E a(H).
A G-functor A is naturally considered to be an H-functor for any
subgroup H of G. We denote such an H-functor by A,,.
DEFINITION 2.2. A G-functor A = (a, t, p,  a) is called cohomological if it
satisfies the following axiom (C):
(C) IfH<K<G,  then
DEFINITION 2.3. Let A = (a, t, p, u) be a cohomological G-functor and
let S Q G, a E a(S), and X < G. Then a triplet (S, a, x) is called a
singularity in G for A provided
G-4 aGx  # 0,
(b) %lYU= 0 for every proper subgroup Y of X (notation Y < X) and
every element I(  of G.
The subgroup S is called the singular subgroup of the singularity. If the
singular subgroup S is a proper subgroup of G, then the singularity is called
proper.
LEMMA 2.1. Let A = (a, r,  p, a) be a cohomological G-functor over k,
and H a subgroup of G such that the ring k is uniquely divisible by 1 G: HJ.
Then the k-homomorphism pG n: a(G) 4 a(H) is a monomorphism and the k-
homomorphism rnG: a(H)4  a(G) is an epimorphism, and moreover
a(H) = Im pGt,  @I  Ker rHG.
The following lemma is very useful for considering transfer theorems.
LEMMA 2.2. Let A = (a, z,  p, IT)  be a cohomological G-functor over k,
and H a subgroup of G such that the ring k is uniquely divisible by 1 G : HI.
Let Q be a subgroup of H and B a k-submodule of a(Q). Assume that
Then the following hold.
(1) There exists an element a in a(H) such that a’=  0 and 0 #
a0  E B.
(2) There exist a subgroup X of Q and an element g in G - H such
that (Q  n Hg,  aRoWs  - aoWE,  X)  is a singularity in Q for A,,.
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let Q < H < G. Then Q is called to be of Sylow type in
H with respect to G if every G-conjugate of Q contained in H is H-conjugate
to Q.
Now we can prove a transfer theorem.
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a finite group and A = (a, t, p, a) a
cohomological G-functor over a commutative ring k. Let H be a subgroup of
G such that the ring k is uniquely divisible by 1 G : HI,  Q a subgroup of H of
Sylow type in H with respect to G, and suppose that Q has no proper
singularity in Q for A ,a. Then
ImpGo=Im~HQnImp.“,, N = N,(Q).
Proof. Let B be the right-hand side, and assume that IrnP’c < B
( < Im /‘c).  Then by Lemma 2.2 there exist an element a in a(H) with
0 # ac E B, a subgroup X of Q, and an element g in G-H such that
(Q  n HR, agQmr - aQwR3 X) is a singularity in Q for A,,. By our assumption
on Q it must hold that Q r7 Hg = Q, namely, Q < Hg. This implies that
g = hu for some h E H and for some u E ZV, since Q is of Sylow type in H
with respect to G. But as a is in a(H) and aQ  is in Im flQ, we have
= aQrWPv a contradiction.
LEMMA 2.4. Let A = (a, r,p,  cr)  be a cohomological G-functor and
(S, a,X) a singularity in G for A. Then the following hold.
(1) There exists an element g in G such that XR  & S.
(2) If a subgroup T of G contains S, then (T, aT, X) is also a
singularity in G for A.
(3) If a subgroup L of G contains S, then there exists an element g in
G such that (S, a, Xg) is a singularity in L for A,,.
DEFINITION 2.5. Let k be a ring. The socle  of a k-module V is the sum
of all its irreducible k-submodules, and denoted by Sot(V).  (If V has no
irreducible submodules, Soc(P’) is 0.) Note that
(1) (Soc( V))f  < Soc( IV)  for a k-homomorphism f: V -+ W,
(2) Sot(T) n Sot(U)  = Soc(Tn U) for k-submodules T and U of I’.
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DEFINITION 2.6. Let A = (a, r,  p, a) be a cohomological G-functor over
k. Then, by (1) above, the map Sot(a)  defined by
Sot(u)(H)  = Soc(u(H)) f o r  H<G
induces a cohomological G-functor. We denote this functor by
Sot(A) = (Sot(a),  s’,p’,  u’),
where 7’ = (7’HX),  p’ = QYKH),  and o’ = (0’;) are given by t’“’  = ~~,~,s,,~(~(~),,
tKH = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  and G = 41Soc(a(H))~ respectively. We call this functor
the socle of A.
The following lemma shows us the importance of the socles of
cohomological G-functors.
LEMMA 2.5. [ 14, Lemma 3.3(b)]. Let A = (a, 7,p, u) be a cohomologicul
G-jiinctor over k and H a subgroup of G such that the ring k is uniquely
divisible by 1 G : HI.  Let B be a k-submodule of a(H) containing Imp’,.
Assume that a(H) is Artinian. If Sot(B) = Soc(Im pGH),  then B = Im pGH.
3. SINGULARITIES FOR THE MULTIPLIER FUNCTOR
The purpose of this section is to study some properties of finite p-groups
which are related to the singularities for the multiplier functor.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G be a finite group, V a G-module, and p a prime
dividing the order of G.
For each subgroup H of G, define
h(H) = H”(H, V-&, ,
where H”(H, V& is the p-primary component of H”(H,  V).
For each pair (H, K) of subgroups of G such that H < K, define
7H K = corH,Klh(H) and pKH = reSK,HIA(K).
For each pair (H, g) of a subgroup H of G and an element g of G, define
Then
a$ = corPHill(H).
H;+~ =  (h, 7 ,  P, 0)
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is a cohomological G-functor over Z/peZ for a suffkiently large number r.
We call this functor the n th cohomology group functor with respect to p.
DEFINITION 3.2. The multiplier functor with respect to p is defined to be
Hi,.,. We denote the Schur  multiplier H*(G,  C*) of a finite group G by
M(G). For each subgroup H of G, we put
m(H) = M(H), .
We denote the multiplier functor with respect to p by
Remark. In [9], the term of the multiplier functor with respect top was
used in the sense of Soc(M,).  Note that the socle of HF,p is a cohomological
G-functor over the prime field F,, since Sot(h)(H)  is an elementary abelian
p-group for each subgroup H of G.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let X be a group and r an operator group of A’. For x
in X and y in r, and all i > 1, we define [x, y; 1 ] = [x, y] = x-‘xy  and
[x,y;i+ l]=[[x,y;i],y]. F o r Y<X,  yET a n d  A<T, [Y,y]=
([Y,Y]]~E  Y) and [Y,A]=([Y,yJlyEA).  Finally, for yErand all i>O,
]X,  y; 0] = X and [X,  y; i + 1 ] = [ ]X,  y; i], y].
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P be a p-group and (S, a, X) a proper singularity
in P for the socle of Mp. If a normal subgroup Q of P satisfies one of the
following conditions, then Q is contained in the singular subgroup S:
(1) KQ;  [p/211=  Ifor every maximal subgroup K of P; or
(2) [K, Q; p - 11  = 1 for every maximal subgroup K of P and
as-Q  -- 0.
Before starting the proof we note the following facts. Let G be a finite
group and 1 --t  R -+ F -+ G-+ 1 a free presentation of G. Let D(G) =
(F’ f7 R)/[F,  R]. Then there exists an isomorphism
t,  : Horn@(G),  C*) -+ M(G).
This isomorphism t,  is called the transgression. We see that D(G) is
independent of the choice of the presentation of G. If K: G, -+ G, is a
homomorphism of finite groups, then n induces a homomorphism n’:
D(G,)  -+ D(G,) and the homomorphism rr* M(G,) --t  M(G,), which satisfy
where n” is the dual of 75.
tc,7c*  = f-t,,,
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For a subgroup H of G, the inclusion I: H+ G induces the restriction
I* = resG,H  : M(G) -+ M(H). On the other hand, if FH  is the complete inverse
image of H in F, then FH  is free and D(H) = (F&f?  R)/[F,,  R 1 . The induced
homomorphism r’: D(H) + D(G) is given by
(x[F,r,,R])I”=x[F,Rl for xE F;,nR.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Suppose that Q is not contained in S. Let
L = SQ. Then S is proper in L and by Lemma 2.4(3)  there exists an element
z in P such that (S, (r,  X) is a singularity in L. Hence we may assume that
P = SQ. Second, let T be a maximal subgroup of P containing S. Then by
Lemma 2.4(2),  (T, a’,X)  is a singularity in P and T= s(TnQ).  By the
Mackey axiom,
aT TnQ  = aSnQTnQ = 0
So we may assume that S is maximal in P and X is contained in S by
Lemma 2.4(  1).
Let 1 + R -+ F -+ P + 1 be a free presentation of P and let F,  , F,,  and
FsW be the complete inverse images of S, Q, and S n Q, respectively. Put
N= [F,,  R]. Then N is normal in F. Let the overbars  denote images in
F= F/N. Let D(S) = & nE and let $ be the unique element of
Horn@(S), C*) of order p such that
a=V)ts, where t, is the transgression.
Let u be an element of Q - S n Q. Then by Mackey axiom,
P--1
aps = 2 au’
i=O
P-1
= n (Pi t,.( )i = O
Since 0 # apx  = (aP,),,
P - l
w= n fv’#  1.
i=O
For an element d of D(S),
P-1
(4 w = n (4 Vi
i=O
P-1
= n V”) 4
i=O
= ([d,  u; P  - 1 I> 4,
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since /D(S),  Fs] = 1 and the order of 4 is p. Now by Lemma 6 of [6],
[WV, u; P - 1 I = [D(S),  Fa;  P - 11
< [F,,F.&;P-  11
If condition (1) holds, then for each i = l,...,  p - 1, [Fs,  F,; i] < R or
[F;.,F,;p-i- l] <R, so that
[D(S),u;p- l]= 1.
If condition (2) holds, then for each i = l,...,  p - 2, [Fs, F, ; i) < Fsq  and
[F,,F,;p-i-  ll<F,,,, and [Fs, Fa; p - l] <R,  so that
[D(S),u;p- l]<&@.
As asrq = 0, it follows that (ij)tsrQ  = 0, where z is the inclusion S f? Q -+ S
and i is the homomorphism D(S n Q) --t  D(S) defined as in the remark
before the proof. Hence F’, n x= (D(S  n Q)) i< D(S) is contained in the
kernel of 4, so that
([D(S)  u: P - 11)  4 = 1.
Thus we have, in either case, v = 1, a contradiction,
COROLLARY 3.2 [9,  Theorem 21. Let P be a p-group of nilpotency class
at most p/2. Then P has no proper singularity in P for the socle of the
multiplier functor.
Proof: Since P satisfies condition (1) of Proposition 3.1, every singular
subgroup for Soc(A4,)  must be P itself.
4. SOME TRANSFER THEOREMS FOR SCHUR MULTIPLIERS
In this section we shall prove our main theorems.
Let G be a finite group, V a G-module, and H < K < G. Recall that an
element a of H”(H, 51)  is stable with respect to K if (a) con: resHU,HrWn, =
(4 rehHrWU for every element u of K. We generalize this definition to G-
functors.
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let G be a finite group, A = (a, t, ~,.a) a G-functor over
k, and H < K < G. An element a of a(H) is called stable with respect to K if
aUHUnH = aHUrYI for every u E K.
For a k-submodule B of a(H)  let
*Y;(K)  = {a E B ] a is stable with respect to K}.
This is a k-submodule of B.
By Lemma 2 of [6]  if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G, then
W(G, V), is isomorphic to the subgroup of H”(P,  V) consisting of all stable
elements with respect to G for any G-module I’.  This can be generalized to
cohomological G-functors as follows:
THEOREM 4.1 [ 14, Theorem 3.21. Let G be a Jnite  group and
A = (a, t, p, a) a cohomologicul G-functor  over k. Let H be a subgroup of G
such that the ring k is uniquely divisible by ( G : H]. Then
u(G) N Im pGt,  = YatHj(G).
THEOREM 4.2. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G and let
Q _a P < H < G and N = NC(Q).  Suppose that Q is of Sylow type in H with
respect to G and [K, Q; [p/2]]  = 1 for every maximal  subgroup K of P.
Then the Sylow p-subgroup of M(G) is isomorphic to the subgroup of M(P)
consisting of all stable elements with respect to H and N.
Proof. Let us consider the multiplier functor Mp = (m, r,  p, a) and
Soc(M,)  = (Sot(m),  z’,  p’, a’). First we show that Imp”, =
Im p’hp  f7 Im P’“~. Let B be the right-hand side, and suppose that
Im plGp  < B. Then by Lemma 2.2 there exist an element a in Soc(m(H)) with
0 # at,  E B, a subgroup X of P, and an element g in G -H such that
(PA HK, aKpTyla - apmp,  x) is a sinigularity in P for Soc(M,).  Since the
normal subgroup Q satisfies condition (1) of Proposition 3.1, Q is contained
in PA W. Hence g E HN, since Q is of Sylow type in H with respect to G.
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we have
a contradiction.
Thus we have proven
Imp IGp  = Im plHp  n Im plNp.
481%7/l  5
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Since pGp, pHp, and p”,  are all monomorphisms (and by note (2) of
Definition 2.5),  we obtain
Soc(Im  pGp)  = Soc(Im p*p n Im pNp).
Hence by Lemma 2.5 we have
m(G)-lmpG,=lm~,~lm~,.
By Lemma 2 of [6]  (or by Theorem 4.1) it follows that
Im PHP n Im PNp = %tp,(ff)  n Z,,,(N).
Therefore M(G), is isomorphic to the subgroup of M(P) consisting of all
stable elements with respect to H and N.
COROLLARY 4.3 . Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G and Q
a weakly closed subgroup of P with respect to G. Assume that
KQ;[~/211=1f or every maximal subgroup K of P. Then the Sylow p-
subgroup of M(G) is isomorphic to that of M(NG(Q)).
Proof. Let N = NJQ).  The weakly closed subgroup Q is of Sylow type
in N with respect to G. Let us consider M, = (m, r,p, u).  Then by
Theorem 4.2 it follows that Im pGp = Im pNP.  The homomorphism pGN gives
an isomorphism of m(G) to m(N), since pGp =pCNpNp and pGN,pNp are both
monomorphisms.
THEOREM 4.4 . Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G, Q a
strongly closed subgroup of P with respect to G, and N = No(Q). Suppose
that [K, Q; p - 1 ] = 1 for every maximal subgroup K of P. Then the Sylow
p-subgroup of M(G) is isomorphic to the subgroup of M(P) consisting of all
stable elements with respect to N whose images by resP,p are stable with
respect to G.
Proof. Let us consider the multiplier functor h4, = (m, T‘,  p, u) and
Soc(M,)  = (Sot(m),  r’,  p’, a’). First we show that Im p’Gp  = Im p’Np  n
{a E Sac(m(P))I ap E Ym,,,(G)}..  Let B be the right-hand side, and suppose
that Im plGp  < B. Then by Lemma 2.2 there exist an element a in Soc(m(N))
with 0 # a,, E B, a subgroup X of P, and an element g in G - N such that
(P n W, agpwg - aprwg,  x> is a singularity in P for Soc(M,).  Since Q is
strongly closed in P with respect to G and aa is in LSV,&G), we have
= agQV - aQrQg
=  0 .
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Hence the normal subgroup Q of P satisfies condition (2) of Proposition 3.1
so that Q is contained in PniV.  But this is a contradiction, since Q is
strongly closed in P with respect to G and g is not in N = N,(Q). Thus we
have proven
Imp lGp = Im P’“~  n {a E Soc(m(P))Iao  E 3&,(G)).
Hence we have, as in the proof of Theorem 4.2,
m(G) N I pGp = Irnflp  n {a E m(P)la,  E 9&,,(G)}.
Therefore M(G), is isomorphic to the subgroup of M(P) consisting of all
stable elements with respect to N whose images by res,,y  are stable with
respect to G.
COROLLARY 4.5 . Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G and Q
a strongly closed subgroup of P with respect to G. If Q has nilpotency class
at most p/2, then the Sylow p-subgroups of M(G) and h4(NG(Q))  are
isomorphic.
Proof. If p = 2, then Q is strongly closed abelian 2-subgroup of P. By
Theorem 4.6 of Glauberman [2], Q controls strong fusion in G. So by
Theorem 1 of Holt [6], M(G), and M(N,(Q)),  are isomorphic. Suppose p is
odd. Let us consider Mp = (m, r,  p, o) and Soc(M,)  = (Sot(m),  7',  p’, a’). By
Corollary 3.2, Q has no proper singularity for Soc(M,,).  Thus by
Theorem 2.3, we have
Im p”, = Im pINo, where N = NC(Q).
On the other hand as p - 1 > p/2, we obtain by Theorem 4.4,
Imp “,, = Im plNp  n {a E Soc(m(P)) 1 ao E 9&,(G)}.
It follows easily from these facts that
ImpIGp = Imp’N,.
This implies
Im PGP=Imp”,.
Hence m(G) and m(N,(Q)) are isomorphic by pGN.
5. A TRANSFER THEOREM FOR THE COHOMOLWY  GROUPS
Our aim in this section is to prove Theorem 5.2.
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let P be a p-group and V a P-module. Let Z be a
subgroup of the centre of P. Suppose that [V, u; p - l] = 0 for every element
u of Z. Then Z is contained in every singular subgroup in P for the socle of
the nth cohomology group funcctor Hi*p for all n > 0.
Proof. Let (S, CI, X) be a singularity in P for SOC(HF,~). Suppose that 2
is not contained in S. We may assume that S is maximal in P and X is
contained in S, as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Let u be an element in
Z-ZnS.  Then
0 # aps = 1 au’  = [a, 24;  p - 11,
i = O
Let X* :
. . -x,---t  ..’ ---+xo--+x~,  -  ‘.’
\/”
fZL
0 0
be the standard complete resolution of S and f an n-cocycle representing a.
Then
[f,  ul([s 1,  . . . . sJ)=-f([Sl,... ,s,])+f([SIU-’ ,... ,s,qu
= -f(]s 1 ,***,  S”l>  + f([s,,..., s,]) u
= ]f(]s ,,***3 SJ), ul for s I)...)  s, E s.
Hence by induction we obtain
Thus we have
[a,u;p- l]=O, a contradiction.
THEOREM 5.2 . Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G and V a
finitely generated G-module. Let Z be a subgroup of the centre of P, and
suppose that Z is weakly closed in P with respect to G and [V,  u; p - 1 ] = 0
for every element u of Z. Then H”(G,  V)  and H”(No(Z), V)  have isomorphic
Sylow p-subgroups for all n > 0.
Proof. Let us consider Soc(H”,,,) = (%x(h),  z’,  p’, 0’).  It is enough to
show that Im plGp = Im p”“, , where N = NC(Z).  Suppose that Im p’Gp  <
Im ptNp. Then by Lemma 2.2 there exists an element g in G - N such that
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P n W is a singular subgroup in P for Soc(H”,,,).  By Proposition 5.1, Z is
contained in Pn Ng. This implies g is in A’, since Z is weakly closed in P
with respect to G. Thus we have a contradiction.
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